Entitlement BINGO: Social Justice Edition
Listen and watch for the following sentiments in meetings. You win when you leave a meeting with a blank board. If your name is in
the square you automatic fail at BINGO. If you have a full board take yourself out for a salty bowl of Pho to cry. If you have a line
of BINGO take yourself out for a drink, you may need one. These are suggested squares, adapt them to your meeting, such as they
don’t have be verbatim to fill in the square. Highly suggested you don’t write your coworkers names, or your bosses name and
leave it lying around— don’t be a jerk. Entitlement is “feeling that one has a right to something,” it can show up as the right to control, right to speak, or other ways.
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Mentions how their
child has a black best
friend, and how the
next generation is
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racial equity.

Asks the “what about
white people? What is
our role?” questions,
centering things back
on whiteness.
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Drops names or highlights relationships with
a person of color to
benefit themselves not
the group.
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